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About This Game

A hostile machine species is threatening to exterminate all life in the galaxy.
The only hope lies upon the shoulders of the unsuspecting crew of the space ship 'The Herkulez'.

Will you help them unravel the mystery behind the threat and bring back peace?

Test your skills by steering the Herkulez through asteroid belts and battle fields!

 Intuitive and precise controls: mouse-only

 Mouse wheel controls speed of vertical scrolling in some levels!
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 Story panels for a better presentation of the main quest's story line.

 Practice mode: In normal mode you have three lives per level, unspent lives are taken over to the next level. In practice
mode you have unlimited lives, but a score penalty of 50%.

 Shop between levels: Upgrade the ship any way you like with your collected crystals. Take care not to spend too much
though, if you can't afford the repair cost, it is game over.

 Choose your preferred difficulty setting - from laid-back to punishing. It doesn't matter if you just want to have fun or
if you are seeking a challenge, TAOTH has you covered!

 3 extra challenges; one of them a multi-level maze

 15 steam achievements

 Discover hidden levels, be ready for random boss encounters, and prove yourself worthy of the hall of fame!
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The game has an interesting mechanics using your mouse, with some little twist to it every few levels.

After the first run in easy mode, which I found challenging enough, I was hooked and went right away to play it again in the
next difficulty level. Despite basically going through the same levels again, it does not feel like a repetition but a natural
continuation of the game due to the faster pace and more difficult obstacles and enemies, as well as some additional challenges
here and there. Overall you'll get a lot of fun playing time for a small little indie game.

You'll need a mouse with a scroll wheel for this game.
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New version out now!:
This one took its time, but it's worth the wait!
Version 1.4.0 of 'TAOTH - The Adventures of the Herkulez' is here, along with a game mode overhaul, a brand-new dynamic
maze, visual improvements, extra boss music, and lot's of other tweaks to both story and gameplay for an all around better
experience.
All that, and the game is now cheaper than ever, with a more than 60% discount compared to the previous price.

Check out the new trailer and enjoy the game!. Summer!:
Let's celebrate with an update and a new video.. Some Months Later...:
In the months following the release, there were some updates.

These include:
- revised backgrounds
- some graphics overhauls
- animation improvements
- difficulty rebalancing (of the higher difficulty settings)
- more diversity of the mazes
- menue restructuring
- small story changes
- bug fixes
- performance improvements

I would like to thank all who gave feedback and keep having fun playing TAOTH - The Adventures of the Herkulez!
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